Outcome of Coronary Artery Bypass Graft with On-pump Beating-heart Technique
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Abstract

Background: This paper intends to evaluate the effects of on-pump beating-heart coronary artery bypass graft (CABG) in patients with coronary artery disease. Studies have shown that this surgical procedure can have acceptable results.

Objectives: This study intends to share experiences and results of on-pump beating-heart CABG.

Methods: We reported preliminary results related to mortality and morbidity in patients who underwent CABG in the period from 2015 to 2017 in Ghaem hospital, Mashhad, Iran.

Results: 80 patients, in the period from 2015 to 2017, underwent general anesthesia and on-pump beating-heart CABG surgery was done for them. The average number of grafts was 3.18 ± 0.474 and two patients died, unfortunately: one during surgery and one in ICU. There were no postoperative myocardial infarctions during the study. None of the patients reported kidney dysfunction. The average length of hospitalization was 4.1 ± 1.11 days and the mean follow-up of the patients was 6 months. The average ejection fraction (EF) of patients was 28 ± 9.58.

Conclusion: In the last decade there has been a big challenge between using off-pump CABG and on-pump CABG, on-pump beating method could present acceptable and effective results.
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1. Background

There are controversies over benefits and shortcomings of off-pump coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG) surgery, and on the other hand, cardiopulmonary bypass can have several harmful effects. Preliminary tests have shown that off-pump CABG can be used in patients with low risk and results similar to conventional on-pump technique have been reported (1). In experienced institutions known for using off-pump CABG method, the rate of major adverse events and complete revascularization and graft patency rate were identical to on-pump CABG (2-4). A randomized on/off bypass trail between conventional on-pump and off-pump CABG has shown that among patients in low risk group, mortality rate and major complications 30 days after surgery are the same in both on-pump and off-pump CABG techniques, but the latter has higher rate of incomplete revascularization and inferior outcome in the following years (5). Another study has reported that short-term mortality and morbidity in two groups are similar (6). In any case, it has been shown that in high risk populations, Off-pump Coronary Artery Bypass (OPCAB) has potentials to be converted into unplanned On-pump CABG during surgery, and this can increase the mortality rate (7). In 2012, 61.14% of CABG procedures in Japan were performed off-pump technique with a change rate of 2.1% from OPCAB to on-pump CABG (8).

According to Keeling et al., 5.2% of OPCAB patients with low ejection fraction (EF) are subjected to unplanned conversion to on-pump, and it can cause in-hospital mortality by 9.3% (9). Thus, as stipulated by 2014 ESC / EACTS guidelines, in myocardial revascularization state, OPCAB, the subgroup of high risk patients in centers with high-volume of off-pump (Class IIa) has to be taken into account (10). A hybrid procedure of beating heart CABG with concomitant use of CPB called on pump beating-heart CABG was proposed as a suitable alternative for high-risk patients. Previous studies have demonstrated clinical benefits of this method in high-risk patients (11,12).

It is clear that using minimally invasive techniques is crucial to improve the results of CABG, especially in high risk population. As we know, off-pump beating-heart CABG is a minimally invasive procedure that prevents cardiac arrest with lower morbidity and mortality rates, especially in high-risk patients (9,13,14).

Given the controversies and challenges surrounding the use of various surgical methods, this study intends to share experiences and results of on-pump beating-heart CABG.

2. Objectives

This study intends to share experiences and results of on-pump beating-heart CABG.
3. Methods

In this report, we discuss the experience of 80 patients with artery coronary disease with or without left ventricular dysfunction in a community hospital in the period from 2015 to 2017. In this descriptive study, the medical records of patients undergoing on-pump beating-heart CABG were analyzed retrospectively. The 6-month mortality rate, length of stay in hospital and ICU, comorbidity and underlying and hemodynamic parameters were extracted and coded before being subjected to descriptive analysis and paired t-test was used to assess changes in experimental factors before and after the surgery. It should be noted that during the study, patients were treated by a specialist and their disease was confirmed by coronary angiography and Transesophageal Echocardiography (TEE).

Surgical technique and anesthia:

All patients underwent general anesthesia. Patients were monitored by 5 lead ECG with ST segment analysis, pulse-oximetry, capnography, temperature, arterial blood pressure by cannulating radial or femoral artery, 3-lumen central line via internal jugular vein or subclavian vein. Anesthetic induction was done using midazolam, opioids (fentanyl or sufentanil), Propofol or Etomidate. The patients received Atracurium or Cisatracurium as muscle relaxant.

Before starting on-pump beating heart technique, 3mg/kg heparin was injected like conventional method. After canulating of aorta and right atrium cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB) commenced without use of cardioplegia and without aortic cross clamp. Operation technique is like off-pump method, but there is better access to posterior coronary artery and better visualization of small vessels and no need for deep cooling.

4. Results

The mean age of participants was 59.14± 11.02 years and 72.5% of patients were male. The mean length of stay in ICU was 3.6 days and on average, they were hospitalized for 4±1.11 days. Demographic data are depicted in Table 1.

In more than 42.5% of patients, blood transfusion was performed in the operating room and 18.7% of patients required blood transfusion after surgery. One patient had intraoperative arrhythmias and 2 patients had postoperative arrhythmias. One patient (1.3%) developed postoperative GI Bleeding but none of the patients reported breathing problems after surgery. 78 patients (97.5%) survived after surgery and 2 patients died of cardiac arrest at ICU and during operation. The average number of grafts was 3.18± 0.474. One of the patients had kidney dysfunction. The average length of follow-up was 6 months and the mean EF of patients was 43.38±9.58.

5. Discussion

As we know, one of the key factors that increases morbidity and mortality during and after off-pump surgery is crush conversion specially in left ventricle dysfunction with low EF. Despite of the protection techniques, both in anesthesia and surgery, postoperative complications associated with intraoperative ischemia have not been completely eliminated. On the other hand, off pump CABG can cause hemodynamic instability in patients who need posterior graft (like obtuse marginal (OM), posterior descending artery (PDA)). This can lead to myocardial ischemia and, or arrhythmia and cardiovascular collapse. To solve this problem, alternative techniques such as on-pump beating-heart with CPB have been proposed; in this method aortic cross clamp and cardioplegia were not used (15). The results of this study reveal that on-pump beating-heart CABG surgery offers a safe alternative with satisfactory short-term clinical outcomes. Similar results have been reported in several other studies (12,16,17).

The results of this study demonstrated acceptable morbidity and mortality during and after the surgery along with acceptable post-operative complication which is consistent with the literature, according to which reported complications were significantly lower in on-pump beating-heart CABG (15,17-20).

Mizutani compared conventional CABG and on-pump beating-heart CABG, finding that on-pump beating-heart CABG could significantly diminish inhospital mortality rate (12). Edgerton also reported that despite the predicted mortality risk in patients undergoing on-pump beating-heart CABG, the expected rate of mortality was not significantly different between on-pump beating-heart CABG and conventional CABG groups (11).

One of the limitations of this study was its small sample size and retrospective approach, which impeded the generalization of clinical results. It is recommended that further studies use larger sample sizes and comparison with other technique to determine the clinical effectiveness of this procedure.

6. Conclusion

The results showed that on-pump beating-heart
CABG had acceptable morbidity and mortality and it could be considered as an effective treatment alternative for patients.
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